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TNTRODUOTIOF 

«It  is the greatest economic challenge of this century to bring economic prosperity 

to the developing countries."    It  is true that   economic challenges  are,  or at least have 

( been,  fashionable.    None the less,  this comment  is worth hrrkening to in view of the 

fact that  it was made, not by a political figure or leader of a developing country, but 

, by one of the members of the Board of Directors of Unilever, Dr.  Piter Kuin, in a report 

by tlie Commission on International Investments and Economic Development of the Interna- 
tional Chamber of Commerce. 

This comment, then, very clearly shows the desire not only of the developing coun- 

tries to acquire the know-how and technical capabilities to enable them to raise the 

level of their economic development, but also of the industrialized countries to see 
this take plaoe. 

Can international subcontracts and licensing agreements be a way of achieving this? 

Rie present study is intended to study only the first of these two subjects, naasly 

international subcontracts.    Licensing agreements will be considered separately by 

Fiofessor Burst, Professor at the University of Strasbourg and director of the Centre 
for Internetional Industrial Property Studies. 

It is, hcever, evident that there are necessarily areas of overlapping between 

the two problems, and it is hoped that any repetition or trespassing will be excused. 

DPHHTIOHS 

We must ©Wiously attempt to define international subcontracting. 

Subeontracting would appear to be perfectly simple to define.    For a builder or en 

industrialist, it consists of having something done rather than doing it himself.    So 

we come back to the very traditional idea of job work. 

, In the French national planning office, under the vigorous leadership of the 

| President, Mr. Pinet, a subcontracting charter was established in May 1972, for the 

| purpose, if not of genuinely codifying, then at least of endeavouring to standardise 

j subcontracting practice.    This document proposes the following definition of subcontracting; 

j "Subcontracting in the broad sense of the term refers to all the production or work which 

an enterprise assigning work or placing orders can entrust to a specialised enterprise, 

known as a subcontracting enterprise, working in accord with it or following its directives. 
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The field of subcontracting covers both the production of part of en pssembly or some of 

ita fittings and also that of parts or components entering into the manufacturo of 

finished products.    It often relatos to operations carried out  on a  jo"L basis on parta 

or products  entrusted to the cubrontrccting enterprise by the prime contractor.    It may 

take in some services.,; 

The same subcontracting charter riso drawn a distinction between the supplier and 

the subcontractor: 

,:The subcontractor, with a view to meeting the particular needs of his customer, 

agrees to conform to his directives with regard to the definition of the characteristics 

of the order and sometimes even its execution.Vl 

,;The supplier himself plane and manufactures his own products, calculating the needs 

of the market.'1 

One point of resemblance between the prime contractor and the manufacturer can be 

found in the idea of "initiative1', which sets them apart from the subcontractor. 

Normally, the prime contractor takes the initiative with regard to the manufacturing, 

which is entrusted to the subcontractor only for execution. 

The supplier also talcos tho initiative for the creation of his product, whioh he 

offers to various manufacturers or builders for use in their production. 

At the stage of definitions,  attention should also be drawn to the traditional 

distinction between the capacity and speciality types of subcontracting. 

Capacity subcontracting refers to the situation where the prime contractor, generally 

for economic reasons, asks an outside enterprise to manufacture a product it requires 

whioh it  cannot produce in adequate amounts. 

Capacity subcontracting represents a low-grade economic, and hence legal, relation- 

ship beoauae it generally bespeaks the subordination of the subcontracting enterprise, 

which is more or less at the mercy cf the prime contractor enterprise which,  aftei* its 

market has been satisfied, may leave the subcontracting enterprise without work. 

Speciality subcontracting,  on the other hand, unquestionably involves a better 

economic,  and hence legal, relationship.    Under this typo of 'oubcontracting, the prime 

contractor assigns part of hies manufacture on a more permanent basis to a subcontractor 
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who is particularly highly qualified by his -technological lcnowledge or laiow-how.    The 

balance of the contract  is obviously bet tar,  since it is usually more difficult for the 

prime contractor to get rid of the subcontractor in view of the technologicU implications 
of this type of relationship. 

Speciality subcontracting is cne of the key éléments in the distribution and 
specialization of labour. 

At the national level, the implementation of subcontracting encounters significant 

difficulties which this is not the place to consider, but which can be relatively easily 

solved since all these matters are governed by private la» and therefore are by accord 

freely debated by the two parties concerned. 

On the other hand,  at the international level, subcontracting problems are compli- 

cated to a very great degree by a very wide range of considerations, of which we shall 

examine only the follow^,  in order to simplify this papers 

(a) Hot only are the actual languages different, but also the modes of expression, 

in that these involve a certain respect for usage, custom and the "rules of the game». 

Therefore, «definitions» must be drawn up in each instance, making reference to common 

standards which, despite the substantial efforts made by a number of international 

organizations, are generally not very numerous and little used. 

(b) The agreements between the prime contractor and the subcontractor are no 

longer subject to private law alone, but also fall in the sphere of public administrative 

and tax lew, as legislated by each country.    This consideration is of very special 

importance for developing countries where the economy is at least to a lnrge degree in 
the hands of the State. 

(c) While at the strictly ratienal level, the prime-contractor enterprises and 

the subcontracting enterprises are at virtually comparable economic levels, the same 

is not true in the developing countries, whose levels of industrialisation differ widely. 

This problem of levels is, furthermore, of essential importance in this study 

because it oust be reaerabered,  as pointed out by the rapporteur of a United Hâtions 

Conference on Trade and Development, that since the situations in the developing coun- 

tries vary considerably from country to country,  it wmiá not be possible to divide the 

countries into two groups - the developed and the developing countries. 



T'.ieBc introductory considerations lord to the firet of the conclusions which it  is 

imperative to tear in mind.     In view of legal,  economic, politice!  and social differences 

referred to above, there is  en infinite number of possible subcontracting agreements 

between developing and industrialized count-let-,  and to underlie nn oxhouetive examine 

tion of the problems which may arise and the merns of solving them would be,   if not   a 

super-human task, at least one which would mean going into very groat detail and could 

not bo dealt with in the framework of this paper. 

The more modest aim of this paper will be to attempt to outline the problems which 

may emerge in these internat i onal agreements,  at three levels: 

- Conclusion of agreements and possible types of agreement, 

- Implementation of agreements and related problems, 

- Penalties for non-performance and ending of agreements. 

This approach moreover in a way hormonizes with the rhythm of life, since it 

reflects the birth, life and death of these international agreements, qnd it ie true 

that the products of man's activities do not  escape the destiny of man himself. 

I. COHCLUSION OP AGHEEMENTS - OUTLIHE OF POSSIBLE TYPES OF AGREEMENT 

The importance, and aleo the enormous variety of subcontracting situations in the 

broadest sense of the term rs regards automobile manufacturing is well illustrated by 

the information given by the Union of French Automobile Workers  (November 1970)l 

,:More than 485 lines in 73 countries throughout the worlr1 now assemble, partially 

manufacture or manufacture under licence motor vehicles produced by all the major producer 

countries  (the United States,  Japan, the Federal Republic of Germmy, the United Kingdom, 

France,  Italy, the USSR and Sweden).    Their rate of production ranges from one  (or even 

less) to 950 vehicles a day,   and the necessary installations belong either to subsidiaries 

of major manufacturers or to local enterprises.    In the latter case, the enterprise 

sometimes manufactures various makes of car,  and in this event its factory has several 

lines ... nearly thirty projects for the installation of now lines have been announced 

in the last two years.'"- 



A.      THE HI3T0EICAL ASPECT 

In fact,  These highly diverse situations arc the recuit  oí  successif- otiles in and 

approachos to the establishment of plant,  vnich C.-JI be outlined  -•  foliowu: 

(a) In the first  stage,  the developing countries  import   finished products outrifht. 

This was almost universal with the developing coumrien until the Second World War.    In 

this situation,  local  economies do not profit  in  :a.y v--y from these  imports. 

(b) In th. period following the war and ihov,   all after the lyws, the first 

assembly plants appeared.    At this ota-e,  developing countries purché set» of parte 

outright,   either es CTD (completely knocked down) vehicles shipped in the form of 

separate parts, or as components having undergone partir! aeoeably in the workshop* of 

the SKD (semi-knocked down) manufacturer.    At this stago, then, developing countries 

incorporate,  if not products e.s such, then at least labour,  into the eomaoditice supplied 
on their markets. 

(c) Beginning in the 1960s, the developing countrio* demanded incorporation of a 

larger proportion of locrlly manufactured parts and components,  and the assembly line» 

therefore turned more end more often into partial nrnufr.cturing enterprises.    It  is easy 

to l)ring about this first  shift because at  leant  2S per cent  of a motor vehicle  io cade 

up of components which can relatively easily be incorporated,  such as upholstery, tyres 

and various electrical components such as batteries or coils. 

Furthermore, various manufacturers exerted pressure on their suppliers in indus- 

trialized countries to set up factories in the proximi y of the aueaTd, lints which 

could themselves produce in the developing countries matorirJa to be incorporated into 
vehicles. 

It can be seen that at this stage there is no genuine subcontract in the narrower 

sense of the ter«, but a contract for the supply of goods for assembly, affording the 

advantages with regard to tax implications which that assembly can have for the manu- 

facturer,  since a vehicle assembled in the country cm on joy certain tax reduction*. 

(d)    In recent years, a period began in which the assembly of vehicles imported to 

CKD or SKD form must give way to virtuali,/ full production fro« domestically produced 
components. 

This is where subcontracting ab such appears,  sirco engine,  chassis or body work 

components can be loyally mrnufactured only when a patent or licence is granted,  not to 

speak of the essential factor of transfer of know-how end the technical üosistaice which 
is inseparable from it. 



At  thic r.tp,ft,  the  lanital partici; .A ion by the pri; ,e mfvmfacturing companiee aleo 

increases.    Thus,   •   relatively complex  cent-act orrenroment  covering; financing,  the 

granting of e  li etnee,  provision of l:now-hor, technical aci;i^-t uice,  at o citing,  transport' 

and marketing arises. 

(c)    Lestl.y,  the   fin.. I  rt.-^r conFittT in octti.ig   'P m cßtablishment,   either through 

the conversion of already existing facilities.; or throuf,h the direct  installation of 

facilities in which the  vehicle  ern be   fully Tu-nuf'arturec!.     In fret,   if thi«?  type of full 

investment  is to  oc mede,  the developing  country nrnrt have reached a otage in which it 

possesses economic infractructurc which wiil make it  possible to provide all the ancillary < 
i 

services  and supplies requin c5  lor the  proper operation of ouch   facilitieo.     The  exrjnples 

which it  has boon poccible to give -aid which will be   ronnidered   in th*> followiti^ ^ha^icx 

in fact  only relate to countries which L d already rercher" r   c< rlHn level of indus- 

trialisation.     Here we lieve ¿ jnuine -joint undertrj-inra  , which  obviously go beyond the 

limits of subcontracting ?.u it  it3 trod it ion~ll;r und or teod. 

In thir; -.'itußtion, the  developing  country no longer appears "depcndenti: with respect 

to the original manufacturer,  nine«; there arc - number cf examples of linca  installed, 

for example in Mexico or ¿rgentii-, which carry out  95 per cent  a3ccmbly of vehicles using 

domestically manufactured product;., 

Pcracoxically,   it can I"   maintained thrt  it  is now the industrializo  countries 

which,   in reopect of the a por rent coming from thorn,  arc "economically- the subcontractors 

of the  countries rfhich hov<~- thu.   complot ed their development.    This reasoning obviously 

must disregard the interestr. which origin:--1 manufacturers may uavc in these onterpriies 

in the  foro of capital. 

B.      THE ECONOMIC A3PKT 

In an r.rtiele devoted primarily to subcontracting problems in the Par East, to which 

thir paper will fro« tir.e to time refer, Hi-. Susurou Watanabe distinguishes three types 

of international subcontracting.    His criterion is the market. 

1.     poro^rcial^i^conijri.ctinjj 

Thic is tho situation where e company, to meet the noeds of itB domestic or inter- 

national production,  entrustn the manufacturing af items required to foreign enterprises. 

The itentJ thus manufactured outcidc the  country rrc then delivered to the customer,  either 

through the intermediary of the prime  contractor company or directly by the subcontractor 

manufacturing them under the trademark of the prime contractor company.    î!r. Watanabe 

points tut that  in this situation, the-  prime contractor company can be aaid to play the 

part, of ;. trading eompraiy. 



This type of subcontracting is very widespread where labour-intensive techniques 

which do not require sophisticated equipment are involved.    Mr. Watanabe gives schibori 

production as an exemple.    This is a silk c'.oth used for luxu:y kimonos, the production 
of which has traditionally been centred in Kyoto. 

AschibonL is a very closely woven cloth approximately 10 metres long and 

40 centimetres wide, exactly the right size for one kimono.    First of all, 85,000 to 

150,000 (an average, of 100,000) tiny knots are made and the fabric is then dyed before 

being used for making kimonos or other items.    Por an average worker, 100,000 knots 
represent at least one week of work. 

Since there is a growing shortage of the necessary labour in Japan, the schibori 

manufacturers in  Kyoto  have had to entrust this work to an enterprise in South Korea, 

where this technique was introduced before the Second World War.    The prime contractors 

in Kyoto send their orders to Korean business firms (22 in 1970) which share them out 

in the agricultural districts, distribute the raw material and come to collect the 

finished products.    Mr. Watanabe says that, in 1S70, schibori exports amounted to 

134 million and that the work was done by approximately 150,000 seasonal or part-time 
workers. 

This type of subcontracting, where work is entrusted to oraftamen or small-scale 

productive units,  is also very commonplace in Europe in the field of wearing apparel. 

A large proportion of the ready-made apparel sold in Prance is partly manufactured in 

the Eastern European countries, and also in the developing countries.   A department 

store in the Champs Elysées has its production manufactured in Pakistan. 

2t     Industrial subcontracting across national bordera 

Under this arrangement, the prime contractor has foreign enterprises manufacture 

parts and components, which are assembled by its establishments in its own country. 

Consequently, these items must cross one or more frontiers after being manufactured. 

A very well known example in the field of automobile manufacturing is Volvo, which had 
approximately 2,200 subcontractors in the Spring of I971. 

Acoording to information made available by this firm, only approximately 50O 

of these were Swedish, and the rest were in the Federal Republic of Germany, Canada, 

the United States, Prance, Japan, the United. Kingdom and other countries.    Of the 
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parts and components purchased,  42.4 per cent  came from Sweden,  28.8 pei   cent fron» the 

countries of the European Economic Community  (mainly the Peroral Republic of Germany) 

and 24 per cent from the countries of the tropean Fre* Trade association (mainly the 

United Kingdom). 

As can be seen fron this example,  although this typo  of subcontracting is very 

widesp^e^d among industrialized countries,   especially in the field of the automotive, 

and perhaps the aero-space   in^trio*.    it  is in fact  at  present virtually non-existent 

with the developing countries. 

There are examples of  industrial sut contract ine across rational borders involving 

certain European prime manufacturers and East European countries such as Poland, 

Yugoslavia and Romania.    This involves manufacture und*r licence with technical 

assistance and the establishment of stocks in th* country of the prime manufacturer 

in order to alleviate the  effects of any  interruption in supply. 

There are, however» also encouraging examples of this type of subcontracting with 

developing countries.    One of these relates to the îàssan motor works. 

Since this company receives orders for & small number of models which are not masi 

produced,  it turns to a fina in a neighbouring developing country for the manufacture 

of the bodywork and has the vehicles assembled in another firm, while the engine* and 

chassis are produced in Japan.    The bodywork enterprise, which shows great  ingeniouaness, 

has brought out a number of variants of its own design,  and its workshops now use such 

highly perfected processes (thanks partly to the free technical assistance fro« Kissan) 

that the Japanese enterprise holds it up as an ..«ceaple to industries in other developing 

countries. 

An example of this type of initiative is the manufacture of «nail lorries whose 

cabs are fitted with bacK seats in addition to the bench seat for the driver and his 

assistant.    These lorries,  which are especially designed for use in cities, where 

traffic conditions make it necessary to keep the length of stops to a minimum, make 

it possible to transport  helpers for loading and unloading. 

Another similar exemple is that of ? European prim,  manufacturer which specially 

produces in its African or Asian establishments a vehicle which is different from its 

domestically produced vehicles and is specially edt.pted to the requirements of the 

local market.    The importance of this production is increasing, and it is planned to 

produce 3,000 vehicle of this type in 1973. 



According to the author of the Japanese study    "this tvn« nr ,  A t- Duauji,    xnie typ« of industrial subcontrin+i».» 

co-r». »««„ ,m uIficU„t.    »«,»„,  roI thc tta9 b,_;nfc it   .o 3tui — 

f,",laCV"   COn,raSt   t0   i"'•"*«'*    °~»°•   BUbC0„trtt0tine,    Khlch,   ,t   ^    in 
sono area», ha. for „c, tfc W„ .prcoding remark^'. 

"•     P°»«ttc indmtrial subcontracting 

Mr. Watanabe .„eludes under this tern the subsidiaries which fully manufacture 

the product ln the country, partly with components supply by local enterprises and 

assembled in the workshops of the prxme contractor in the country,    m this case, the 

products manufactura under subcontract do not loavc the country.    It must be pointed 

out, however, that this definition by the Japanese author differs from UHCfAD's 

acceding to which the two partxea must bu located xn different countries if there is 

to be xnteraational subcontracting, but may be- a parent company and xts subsidiary. 

In fact, this distinction is fairly arbitrary,  since as a mie the capital of the 

companies involved com.s partly fro» the prim, manufacturers and pertly f*om iocal 

industries or tha Government of thc country in „nich the subcontractin6 work is 

to be carried out,  a*d these companies are ".oint undertakings», which may be said to 

eabody the fully developed «ri comprehensive fom of international subcontracting. 

It is very interesting to not, that  in fact Mr. Watanabe-  classification essentially 

M. » with the historicel background which has been given, since technology and capital 
«tust normally follow one another in a successful transfer. 

Cocciai subcontracting must com. first, followed by industrial subcontracting 

across national borders and the« dornestic industrial subcontracting. 

^      TOI LHUL áSIOT 

On the bails of the two aspects diseased above, the legal aspect oan be divided 
«to two parts. 

Since intanatilo»! ooaaereial subcontracting is not very widespread in the 

promotive industry, it ca»«ot be considerad at greater length in this paper. 
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The following therefore romain: 

- Industriel subcontracting across national borders, which,  c* regard« the 
commodities covered by the paper.,   car. bo called partial subcontracting,  and 

- Domestic industrial  subcontracting, vvhich can be- referred to as full sub- 
contracting. 

Partial subcontracting 

As regards industria subcontracting ecroos national borders,  cr partial sub- 

contracting,  apart  from the fact that  it  is not very highly developed    primarily 

legra problems relating to tlv grantinc of licences or transfer of know-how, whxch 

are to be dealt with by Professor Bust,  are involved. 

(a)    Licence contract 

It is therefore out of the cuestión to expand on this point,  and I «tell *i»ply 

point out that these contracts for the granting of licences should defines 

- What is being granted with the transfer of patents and technical documente, 

- Reassignment prohibitions and manufacturing secrets, 

- The duration of the agreement,  generally with an obligation of secrecy for a 
set period following the  end of the agreement, 

-The technical assistance, 

- Possibly, a manufacturing monopoly for the prime contractor, 

- The quality controls which are generally to be carried out on the manufacturing 
line itself. 

(b)    Transport contract 

- Transport contracts are usually annexed to contracts for manufacturing licences. 
It is obviously very desirable that the contracting partios should refer in 
these to existing international agreements on this matter. 

Let us recall that the main agreements arc the following« 

- Brussels convention, incorporating the Hague regulations, 

- SIP (International Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Rail, 1931), 

- CMR (Convention ©n the Contract for the International Carriage of Ooods by Road 

1956)» 
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- TIR Convention (Customs Convention on the Int,-•-.+ in^i r> ^ 
under cover of TIR Carnets),                           Interactional Transport of Goods 

- TIP model  (International Treatment Declaration for Goo,- „.-^ n    * 
carriod by Rail), on Ior U00Cl'  wider Customs Control 

- The Customs Convention on contain«B, I956. 

«hat should be «eluded in a convention on Mtató transport of fpoU M ,tudled.      S 

by the Intentional Maritim c—i«.«,  in co-operation »ith the International 
Chamber of Coerce, at e »eating in Tokyo in April W9.   In Jull(1 1S70   in ^ 

The fact that the ooneept of containerize is gaining acceptance throughout the 

«orld -W«. the urgent need for a combined t•,pcrt decent applicable to al! 
types of transport. 

It rtould also be pointed out that the United Nations Econcic 0«-l..io» for 

Europe (EOE), on a Swedish proposal,  establish.« an inter-geven-entcl Korking P,~t. 

on the Simplification and StandaMUation of Export Documents.    Th; work of thi. group 

led to adoption by EOE m ««¡j of a standard for» and the plication in 1966 of c 

guide containing vor, full ,1• for a series of docente b,,.ed on thi. .tabard ' 
fora* 

The developing countries cannot be too Wrongly urged to refer to these standard 

contracts wherever they exist.   Por example, an international transport con ve tie« 

Kas annexed to a contract concluded between tropean prime ^ufacturers and an 

Eastern European country because both of the countries which were parties to the 
contract were signatories of the convention. 

Lastly, to conclude this list of efforts to simplify and standardise internati««!! 
transport, reference should be made to air-freight, which can be particularly 

advantageous for the transport to and fro» developing countries of goods which 
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are not heavy.    In this connexion»  IATA (the International Air Transport Association) 

has prepared a standardized, waybill which, however,  is appropriate only for this 

particular means of tranapcrt. 

(c)    One final remark will place industrial subcontracting across national borders 

in relation to commercial subcontracting or the fully enveloped kind of subcontract ine 

which will be considered below.    This type of subcontracting is in fact  a sort of 

medium-term agreement because it pre-supponcs that the relations between the prime 

contractor and the subcontractor are more or les? perennial and are therofore very 

obviously a factor of economic stability and et the same time of bettor international 

organization of labour. 

In this respect, it differs both from commercial subcontracting, which is primarily 

capacity subcont re.ct in,£, and, owing to some degree of pre cari ou sne s a in the relations 

involved, can be looked upon only as a short-term operation» aid al30 domestic 

industrial subcontracting, or full subcontracting, which constitutes a long-term 

operation in the senBc that it involves substantial investments, 

"Domestic* or full Industrial Subcontracting 

It will be recalled that the t^rm "domestic" is used beoaus« the whole arrangement 

takes place within the developing country. 

It is the most highly developed form of subcontracting, but it must bo pointed 

out once again that it cai« only bo contemplated in countries which have already 

achieved a level of economic development offering the necessary industrial background 

for «uch an arrangement. 

This kind of system is oortainly out of the question, even as part of a prestige 

operation, for countries which do not already have an industrial set-up enabling 

the« to produce various accessories,  if only for the maintenance or repair of the 

vehiclos manufactured (nuts and bolts, minor olectrical appliances, etc.). 
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Thia possibility «mu* nevertheless by analysed, because it  is, one might say,   the 

'inai end of industrial development in developing counties.    The existing example«, of 

he «établirent of auch joint undertakings in country which have already achieved a 

ertain level of industrial development indicate what are the main elements of the various 
rgreements governing this kind of subeonuraotiag. 

(a)- Main elements 

1. Preliminary contract.    Before the signature of the agreement itself there i. 

generally a preliminary contract of a technical nature to establish the capacity of the 
sarket and the kinds of vehicles that should suit it. 

2. The contract then sets forth the aim« and objects, i.e. the estimated production 

capacity, toother with the number of vehicles to be produced, in accordance with a time-table. 

3. Rations relating to the input of capital are decided.    There are many auch 

prions, including the total amount of capital and the ahare of each of the partners in 

he joint undertaking.    Control and majority problems are, of course, thoroughly discussed. 

t is common for such joint undertaking* to have three partners,  the original .aanufacturer, 

»rivato industrialists and the state in which the plant is established.   Obvioualy this 

:ind of agreement is only possible if the State is one under whose political system 

apitalist or mixed companies are permitted.   The terms governing the transfer of the 

apital invested, and where appropriate its exemption from taxation, are laid down.    Bank 

ontributions, often with the participation of a State bank, are also fixed.    It is 

ecided what form the shares shall take and the rules governing the disposal of »hares 

re laid down.    Governments often insist that their agreement must be obtained before 

hares are transferred to foreign third parties and reserve various rights of pre-emption 

the event that the original subscribers of capital wish to dispose of some of their 
tares. 

The conditions upon which -imported» ospitai can be re-exported to the country of 

igin must be determined.    It is also necessary to establish the tents governing the 

«mmeration of capital and profit margins, which obviously themselves depend on produo- 
on costs and selling prices. 
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The conditions governing the re-investment of profits have also to be decided, 

developing countries often requiring a largo proportion of profits to be re-invested in 

the country. 

4.      These fiscal aspects of the taxation of earnings in developing countries have 

been given special attention by the International Chambor of Commerce, which has published' 

a small pamphlet (Ho.   197)  indicating the various privileges or exemptions that developing 

countries con offer to private or public investors who might establish joint undertakings 

in their territory. 

These privileges and advantages obviously vary from one country to another, but 

they can be classified under four headings: 

(a) Rate of tax on corporate profits,   This rate is obviously very variable. 

Among the lowest are Hong Kong with 12.5 per cent and Morocco with 20 per cent. 

But the average rate is generally between 30 and 45 per cent.    One of the 

highest is India with 51.5 to 81.5 per cent.   These rates are given subject 

to any changes that may have occurred since the publication of thio study. 

(b) Exemption of profitB from tax for varying periods from the time of the 

investment.    Many countries allow such exemptions for a period of 5 years. 

(c) Special allowances against taxable profits.    The most general method is to 

allow higher rates of depreciation. 

(d) Other special fiscal measures can also be taken.    We shall merely cite two 

examples, subject to the same reservation as in paragraph (a) above« 

Ghana:    Rate of corporate profits tax - 40 per cent:    exemption fro» profits tax 

for five years (before deduction of depreciation) for all new industry?   rapid deprecia- 

tion ratos - buildings 10 per cent, equipment 40 per cent, mining expenses 20 per cent. 

In addition, the shareholders are exempt from profits tax as long as the coapany itself 

is exempt,    there are specially low rates for Bmall companies; 

Haiti:   Maximum profits tax - 30 per cent;    all new industries are allowed a reduc- 

tion of 50 per cent on their taxable income for the first year and 20 per cent for the 

second;    if the industry is a new one for Haiti,  the 20 per cent reduction applies for 

a further four years. 
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It should be pointed out, however,  that investors are faced with the dange. that 

advantageous fiscal previsione may be chafed by Covenants unilaterally,  either because 

of the econo• or political situation, or .» order to persuade j0i„t undertakings to 
accommodate the Government's wishos. 

Joint undertaking agreements should also establish: 

5. The statu, of the foreign staff needed, the time by which they will be with- 

^ and the terms on which their remuneration „ill be paid locally and may b. tr«.- 
ferrea to the country of origin. 

6. The increasing share of «domestic» goods to be included in the products of 

v luetl TT?"'    There We agreementa WhiCh 8tiPUlate that the **•^ " *•* v.lue added must increase with the number of vehicles produced. 

factoid t ? i?9''1"1 C0St PrlCe °f the VehiCle' •"* the t6Chnical — fi—11 factors to be taken into account in calculating this price. 

(b)    Practical schedule 

The technical plan should lay down the various stages of production.    The develop- 
ment schedule will then appear as follows: 

Promotion of local supporting industries.    The contract stipulate, that within the 

shortest possible period from the start of production the joint company will purchase 

fro. other local industries parts that do not require a special automobile technology, 

such a. windows,  seats, etc.    The manufacturers undertake to provide local industries 

with technical specifications for the parts,  technical advice and technical assistance. 

The joint company will order such parts from local manufacturers under firm purchasing 

programmes to the extent that the part« meet the specifications set by the manufacturers. 

Some of the locally made parts and products,  such as outer and inner tyres, batteries 

and paintwork, will be used in the vehicles from the start of production by the plant. 

A list is drawn up of other parts to be bought from local industry. 

The next stag, is to promote the manufacture of parts under licence.   The contract 

may stipulate that the manufacturers shall buy specific parts in the country of origin 

from suppliers who hold exclusive manufacturing rights and patents for such parts. 
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... ,  ,lmH«. radiators, exhaust pipes, otarters, generator», 
These part» nay include tho following, radxat toshboardB. The contract 
di.trihutore, windscreen wipers, headless, shoe ahsorb.^ ^ ^ 
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«»ality, to obtain égalent pieces f*m these local suppliers . 

+      <  ltlal Phases have been coveted, the production of mechanical 
Once these two initial phases have * .„anufaoture reached: 

parts proper takes place in two stages,  according to the level 

Assembly of engines, »aching of the following maóor parts: 

Cyllndci- "blocks, sleeves and steering wheels; 

Second stage - Chinin« of the following -¿or parts: ^ 

«rn«   induction pipes, exhaust manifolds, <*******•* 
Pistons, oil pumps, water pumps, induction pipe , 

connecting rods, cylinder heads, camshafts.   

,       • *. tn«t if certain pieces we available fro» local 
«. contract .ay ----^ f; : J^, th. jolnt co^ -, +• 

industry on acceptable terms as regaras P* 

the« preference. 

# * * 

.      ,„ rf.al with cuestión» of iMrfcetini, t.ohnio.l a..i.tanoe, 
Finally, «oh aüroewnt. also deal with question. 

,.«l«»nt., tl~-li.it., guarantee, and penalties. 

The.e are matter, that h*ve to do with the ^^X^^ 

penalti., to which they give ri.e and their t.r.i»tion. 

«   #   * 



II.    MPLEMÏNTATION OP AOREEÎÎBÎTS AND REUTED PROBLEMS 

It is obviously impossible to draw up a complete catalogue of the problème that 

¡nay airise during the implementation of these agreements, because,  as has already been 

made clear, there are great differences between them ao regards both their scope and 

the level of development  of the countries involved.    The problems are as varied as 

the eoonoraio field itself.   We can therefore only deal with the most outstanding caspe. 

Aocording to the International Chamber of Commerce, as indicated in the report 

on an inquiry made in I964 by the Commission on Asian and Far Eastern Affairs (CAFEkCCl) 

into the difficulties encountered by international joint undertakings established 

in Asia, the probiens are as follows: 

ffset on :1Z3T-Vi »^ 

Although it may daini to be in favour of sub-contracting and foreign capital 

investment, the local Government often insists on vetting foreign investment. 

"Government intervention'- can take various forms.   The fiscal aspeet has already been 

mentioned above.    In addition, there arc incentives for enterprises to ro-axport T>art 

of their output,  even if under the contracts concluded with the prime eontractor or 

investors, the products ere reserved for local consumption or a part i stilar market. 

This problem proves in practice to be very important. 

Some contracts on the establishment oí motor works quite logically inelude 

protectionist measures for the prime manufacturers. These measures may include 
the following« 

- A ban on the granting of esjaivalpnt advantages to ethf»r car manufacturers by 

the Government of the Stete concerned for a period fixed in the contract; 

- An undertaking not to export the output of the new plant outside the national 

territory or a particular market.   This question ©f re-exporting is in fact 

very important for the prime manufacturers, since it is hardly acceptable 

that goods produoed under licences granted by them and at works set up with 

their participation should be sold on other markets at prioes lower than 

they oould offer themselves. 
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more complex the technology, the more resources it takes to effect the transfer and 

the lees vailing or able a corporation may be to effect the transplant, unless ade- 

quately compensated    (jack Bciranson, Technology Transfer Through the International 
Finn)". 

Prom the practical standpoint,  it is obviously in the interests of developing 

countries for their Governments to subsidize visits to industrialized countries by 

managerial or technical staff capable of training looal personnel in their turn. 

Another problem of equal importance in the same field is the speed of adaptation to 

new techniques.    Some studies stress the slowness of the people of certain developing 

oountries, which is often aggravated by the instability of the labour force. 

The existence of this situation in some developing countries thus leads to the 

third difficulty stressed by the International Chamber cf Commerce in ite study,  i.e. 

restrictions on the payment of royalties on industrial property and know-how which 

may be regarded as "excessive". 

4*   rVwpofr« - Offsetting, 

The fourth point mentioned by the Commission is the difficulty of getting the 
necessary funds. 

This problem arises in connexion with the original investment, but also with 

the payment of royalties or payment for sets of parts.    It is obviously an essential 
one. 

The International Chamber of Commerce sums the problem up as followsi 

because of the lack of development of the capital market in developing countries, 

enterprises suffer from systematic financing difficulties;    it is also difficult 

to get loans in convertible currency from the international agenoies because the 
terms they fix are too stiff. 

It is in fact in order to find a remedy to this problem that a counterbalancing 

arrangement has for some years now been provided for in subcontracting agreements. 

These arrangements are becoming more and more widespread.   They exist not only in re- 

lations between industrialized countries and Eastern countries, but also between indus- 

trisliied countries and subcontracting countries;    They amount to a sort of barter economy, 



in which in order to produce the currency nccoauary tor th>   payment of royalties or 

payment for soto of parte, the  industrializeú countries hiivc to buy various other 

producta manufactured in the develo in¿; countri<r,,   whether in tLc field of engineer- 

ing or sonc other fiold. 

Some "big European nanufacturec have no--, developed a ¿ysten of getting third- 

party companies to seek out  end select products uhich can be supplied in order to 

offset the supply of technology or sete: of parts or nachine tools.    It has been 

reported,  for example, that one developing country plans to pay for part of its 

imports of sets of part? by exporting sports i.-car in return. 

It ehould be noted, that this counterbalancing method undeniably represents 

progress for international trade, because it  enables the developing countries to 

secure outlets in the industrialized countriee vfhich in other oircuastances might 

not necessarily buy the producto in ouestion. 

%    Taxes 

This question, the fifth point  raised by the Couuission, hae already been 

discussed,  but ;íe must  emphasise the inportraice for the developing countriee of the 

temporary admission syst oro,  i.e. importing free of tax products to be incorporated 

in manufactured goode which are subsequently re-exported,    Many countries apply 

this syst en;« 

This policy is obviously of benefit to Trance i/hon it acts as subcontractor, 

It is also obviously of benefit to the developing ooturtrioD.    In addition,  as part 

of their policy of aid to the developing countries, various industrialized countries 

have introduced customs exemptions for manufacturer' produced in the developing 

oountries.    The granting of auch reduced-tariff quotas by the industrial countries 

for certain manufactures produced in the developing countries, posoibly for a 

transitional period, could enable th.u to sell such producto at competitive priooo 

without artificial assir-t^nce  and could thuF, stimulate world trade. 

But apart from the five kinds of difficulties mentioned by the ICC Conraission, 

there are others which deserve to be noted. 
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Subcontracte should cncoify the precise condition.: gov,.rnint quality control 

of manufacturo.    It  iB obviously preferable that  rmoh control should be carried out on 

the first  saraplc produced,  by the primo contractor and the subcontractor jointly. 

A ucthod which is becoming more md .lorn common is to cr.ll upon c. third party 

to act  act .ort of arbiter on problems that i,ay arise in this connexion,  both 

technically and from the manufacturing standpoint.    Thus one European manufacturer 

har- arranged that in the event of a dispute as to the quality of the product,  an 

international technical institution i-hich ic a third party in relation to the 

contracting parties shall be brought into play.    This third party is designated in 

advance in the contract.   There is not an arbitration clause ae Buch;    the contract 

simply designates a neutral expert  whose assistance can be sought promptly if any 

technical problem arisco or any dispute as to whether the product is up to quality 
standards or meets the specifications. 

The use of such third parties to verify that goods meet the specificatione, at 

the tine of their delivery is an institution already known to international trade 

law,  in the field of transport.    Some international conventions refer to such 

control by third parties.    Thus the Economic Commission for Europe, in its general 

sale conditions No. «10, states that the parties should indicate the procedure for 

approval and may decide in their contract that a certificate, issued by the competent 

Authority of the oxoorting country attesting that the cpaality of the goods is in 

conformity nit h the teras of the oontraot shall be a substitute for the procedure 
of receipt. 

It  should be noted once again that it is highly advisable to refer to the 

texts arm* up by the Working Group on the International Sale of Goods of the 

United nations Conaission on International Trade Law.    Article AA states that 

whether the goods are in "conformity with the contract,   including the sample or 

uodel,   shall be dctoraincd by their oondition at the time when risk passes.    However, 

risk does not pass because of a declaration avoidance of the contract or of a demand 

for other goods in replacement, the conformity of the goods with the contract shall 

be determined by their condition at the time when risk would have passed had they 



been in confonaitv vrxta tue contract.    The  ;fllrr shell lx  liable Tor. the consequences 

of any lack of con:on;it: cv,a thonrh the,   ocur ,ftor tm   tino fixed in the preceding 

paraph ii th<- lack  la the  .>ult  oí' the   seller or .«y person Tor i.-hon he is 

responsible1'. 

The follot/ing r.rticloet   in rarticulr.r artici, /", i   regulntr the »onner in rido» 

the lack of conformity is to V .strMisr. .0. and notified  (the text  Bayo that this 

shall be donc within  a rcnuon^bli  time),    ¿rtiolc  S': states that  r buyer t;ho ha. 

given due notice oi   such a lek o; con.orr.ùt:  he*  r choice, subject to  article 53 

and 56, between the  following three  cite met ivi*: 

(a) To declare the contract avoided,  :.-uVJect to articles 5? and ¡¿7, and 

to claim damages as nrovidcù ir. articles 96 to IOC; 

(b) To reduce the ;>ricc in the anc^  ^ronortion as the value of the Goods 

' at the tine of the conclusion of the contract  hp* been diminiehed because 

of thoir lr^clr ;f conformity with the contract,  without prejudice to the 

danagec provided for in article ::A "here appropriate; 

(o)   To require that the deficiency caused \rj the lach of conformity should 

be made good through the  dniï.ageiî provided for in article 54. 

'I '    Hidden Dcf^ot.r. 

A related probi CM io that of hidden defects,  for which there is rerlly no 

international solution, each country having its own legislation on the matter, 

Frenoh law recognizee tuo kinds of faults in m artici-, sold:    apparent defect and 

hidden defect. 

In determining whether an article is in conformity with the terni; of the contract, 

the purchaser ncmally only takes into connidcrstion apparent defects.    Under the 

French system,  vihen a purchaser discovers tsi important  defect which vas not  apparent 

at the time of delivery but was rait eri or to it in its o ricin,  it is classified as 

a hidden defect  and the purchaser can invoke the special  regulations  i-elating to 

it.    According to the et ¡«dard French ¿ut heriti es on the subject, áubry and Hau, 

"the seller io liable for hidden defectc in an article sold if it ie thereby rendered 

unfit for the use ff>r which it is intended". 
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This problem of the hidden defect ie particularly tricky in  industrial mattere, 

because  such defects can only  appear after the? product has been used for a certain 

tine.    Each caso has to be considered individually,  on the bas i y  of  such expert 

appraisals as  are usually ordered.    There is on.»  oaae, hovrcvr,   in v/hich the manu- 

facturer v;ho r.old the  article  is normali,-,   li.able to a penalty    whon  it  caa be 

established that defective goods wore knowingly delivered and that  the manufacturer 

or seller usod various technical means to conceal a defect which became apparent 

subsequently. 

The rule Fraus omnia oprruapit is applied here. 

The problem of deadlines also arises.    They should obviously be fixed, either by 

contract  or by correspondence. 

Penalty claucas aro usually included in the contrae*, fixing in advance the 

amount of the penalty per day or week of delay. 

In practice various subcontracts provide that the prLac contractor shall keep 

part of the goods supplied in stock,  specifically in order to avoid any brcakdotm in 

supply.    The conditions governing remuneration or protection of this stock should 

be laid do\m in the contract. 

9.   Payment ffuarantco_s 

This involves the whole problem of bank ¿ruarantoec, vhioh obviously cannot be 

dealt vrith within the contort of this pap^r.    Prime oontraotors are nrrtitled to 

demand soourity or guarantees or to insist  on financing by bills,  possibly with 

commitments by State banks for large-scale operations. 

In purely private operations, difficulties ari3e because of the fact that the 

developing countries»  balancee are generally in deficit BO that financial organiza- 

tions hesitate to commit themselves.    The United if at ions Secretariat  estimates that 

the accumulated deficit of the developing countries in 1S7C was of the order of 

20,000 million dollars.    There problems can  in Tact only be dealt  with in the context 

of the activities of the biß international  and governmental organizations, which 

lies outside tnc field of thic paper.    Vic ;:iay merely note in this  connexion the 

Measures taken by IBRD  (World Bank),  IKF, CATT and OECD. 

It  has also been suggested that  a nuit i lato ral investors'   insurance ócheme should 

be set up and that their body shoul-,   undertake arbitrage in matters  of  investment. 

Because of the close interrelation existing in economic off airs,  these  questions of 

payment  guarantees for subcontracting operations  art obviously essential for the 

satisfactory development of subcontracting. 
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III.    PENALTIES AMT ENDIIJÖ OP AGREEMENTS 

The material -treated under this head,  vhinh might be expected to "be the most 

legal, will in reality be very "brief for tw    reasons. 

At the economic level there is no real rend,: to these subcontracting agreements, 

but an evolution which seems  io lerd to one of two situetionß: 

- Either the conversion of the subcontractor into a resi supplier as the result of 
a progressive improvement in his technology in regard to  a particular product, 
which should eneble him to offer it  for sale on advantageous terms to different 
prime manufacturers, provided, of course, that there is no exclusive contract 
with nny one of them; 

- Or the formation of independent manufacturing units which in practice no longer 
need to maintain relations with the original manufacturers and which thereby 
achieve genuine independence in due  courbe. 

Beonomic penalties 

However, although this evolution is obviously the one to be desired, accidents may 

very well happen on the way.    Thus Mr. W&tanabe is able to state in a note to his Btudyi 

"States in the Third World are sometimes BO erger to succeed that they roquire the 

subsidiaries of foreign companies which are already established in their territory or 

which are considering establishing themselves there, to accelerate their purchases of 

locally manufactured parts rod components  at a truly excessive rote.    The foreign 

companies then often move out of the country in question or decline to establish themselves 

there.    In one State in South East Asia,  for instance, the Government, wishing to create 

an automotive industry out of nothing, requxred interested foreign concerns to undertake 

to use 30 per cent of locally manufactured parts during the first year and 50 per oent 

at the end of two year3, under pain of confiscation of part of the capital invested ... 

Since the country had no automobile component factory whatsoever,   these conditions seemed 

unacceptable to the companies concerned (ASGM Shimbun Tokyo,   22 May 19711 morning 

edition).   He ourselves have come across similar cases in the course of our inquiry." 

This example shows that the penalties in international agreements are really fax 

more economic or political than legal or judicial. 

The case reported above shows the action that capital can take against an attitude 

of the developing countries which is considered too extreme. 
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Political penalties 

Conversely,  the developing countries may well penalize capitalist concerns which 

do not respect contractual commitments or the "rules of the game",  either by fiscal 

constraints or,  in extreme cases, "by nationalization or confiscation of the capital. 

In view of the importance of the interests at stake, the issue then passes out of 

the legal or even economic sphere and "becomes purely political. 

In addition,  at this stage attention must also he drawn to the prime importance 

which the industrialised countries attaeh to factors of political stability when 

deciding to engage in suhcontr acting operations with developing eo «tries.   This type of 

contract requires a degree of permanency which can be endangered "by manifestations of 
politioal instability. 

Force majeure 

In order to provide the greatest possible protection against such manifestations, 

it can happen that the agreements treat them as eases of force majeure,   although in 

municipal lew "force majeure" is often interpreted in an extremely restrictivo way, it 

is not impossible,  in international agreements, to give it a wider interpretation. 

Thus one full subcontracting agreement defined force majeure as follows i 

"By force majeure is understood an event which is independent of the will of the 

parties to the agreement, unforeseeable and insurmountable,  such as fire, explosion, 

floods, earthquakes, storms, hurricanes, wars, strikes, technical unemployment and 

Government restrictions whioh may be introduced after the entry into force of these 

agreements and whioh prevent the total or partial fulfilment of the obligations contained 
herein." 

In cases of force majeure one of the parties can immediately release himself from 
his obligations. 

Judicial control 

That brings us to examine, in dosing, the judicial control whioh can be exercised 
over these agreements. 

The fantastic diversity of private and public international law means that in 

practice an arbitration clause is very often included in these agreements.   Nothing, however 

would prevent one of the parties from imposing its own municipal law on the other by 

stating that any disputes that might arise out of the agreements must be settled "by ita 
own courts. 
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nevertheless, "before a judgement handed down "by the court of one of the parties  can 

be exécutée*,  the matter has in principle to "be brought Lof ore the  court  of the other 

party in whose  country the occisión is to "be implemented,  since   only a municipal court 

can order ite enforcement. 

The case must therefore be brought before two instances in turn, with all the 

implications which thnt  entails, since cw/n  if the application of a particular legal 

system is provided for in the contract,  each instanco vali have a natural tendency to 

apply the principles of its own private international law pud,  in particular, to apply 

the rules of public policy which may be relevant. 

fotjn^atipnalT arb it rat ion 

Cons cqu enti;/,  provision i G mede for recourse to an international court, generally 

under the auspices of the International Chamber of Commerce, since both parties then agree, 

to accent the jurisdiction of that court. 

Normally, therefore, the case has to bo brought before only one court, not two. 

The arbitration clauee usually refers tó'tho' Rules of Conciliation and Arbitration 

of the International Chamber of Commerce, whose headquarters is  in Paris, which specify 

the conditions in which the arbitrât ion ..must take place.    The Rules of Conciliation and 

Arbitration, which can ersily be obtained from the International Chamber of Commerco, 

lay down the conditions on which a dispute may be brought before  it, the preliminaries 

to conciliation,  the choice of arbitrators,   the arbitration procedure as such, and the 

conditions in which the arbitral award must 13 pronounced and notified.    Article 29 

stipulates that: 

"Irrevocability and enforceability of the award.. 

1.    The arbitral award shall be final. 

Í,    By submitting their dispute to arbitration, the parties undertake to carry 
out the subsequent sward without delay and waive their right to any form of 
appeal,   insofar as such waiver may be valid." 

Even if,  as .is most desirable,  in the arbitration clause  (i.e. that paragraph of 

the agreements which provides for arbitration) provision has been made for the specific 

application of v  particular municipal law,   in judicial practice - and contrary to what the 

above-mentioned article 2Ç mifht lead one to think - it is always possible for one of the 

parties, generally that to which the award is unfavourable, to bring the case before its 

own municipal court,   since the article provides that the parties waive their right to any 

form of appeal  'insofar as suci) waiver may be valid-. 
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However,  as stated p.bove,  in order for it to be possible to enforce the arbitral 

award in one of the countries of the contracting pc.rties,   it must receive,  in advance, 

an ''execruetur'', which con only be conferred by the judicial e.rthority of the country 

concerned.    Each country, however,  hes its own legislr/tio^ governing the conditions on 

which an international arbitral award may receive the jexec^ujvtur.    If, for example,  it 

is established that the arbitral award concerned is contrary to national public order or 

that the defendant's rights have been disregarded,  the municipal judge is not obliged to 

allow the international award. 

A specific example of an international dispute 

A specific example, deliberately taken from outside the motor industry, where legal 

disputes seem to be few and far between, will illustrate the difficulties and delays 

involved in litigation. 

A European mattress company had acquired the rights to a patent owned by a United 

States company. The licensing agreement provided for arbitration by the International 

Chamber of Commerce ?nd for the specific application of the law of Maryland. 

A difficulty arose while the contract was being executed:    the mattress manufactured 

in Europe with the United States process failed to satisfy a number of technical tests 

which would have entitled it to the benefit of a label which, although not really 

essential for the marketing of the mattress, would have improved its chances. 

The European manufacturer therefore decided not to produce the mattress,  and the 

owner of the United States patent instituted proceedings before the International 

Chamber of Commerce for the annulment of the agreement and for substantial damages. 

The International Chamber of Commerce set up a court of arbitration ronaisting of 

a French professor of law nominated by one of the parties,  a French international lawyer 

nominated by the other party, with a leader of the Netherlands bar as chairman. 

Por almost two years the parties exchanged pleadings?    the proceedings were made 

difficult because of the technical problems involved end because the arbitrators had 

to be supplied with the elements of Maryland law applicable to the case. 

The International Chamber of Commerce was therefore repectedly obliged to extend the 

time limits granted to the arbitrators for the filing of their award and,  faced with such 

lengthy developments, the defendant brought the cr.se before his own municipal commercial 

court.    Subsequently the arbitrators hended down, by a majority, en award stating that 
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the European manufacturer was at  fault  in "breaking tho  contract because the requirement 

that  a technical  standard should be respected had not been requested when the licensing 

agreement had been  rigned.    To enforce the .-ward the United St "tes plaintiff had to 

bring the metter before the president of tho court  in the  country in which the  plaintiff 

had ite head office,  with a request that the international  award should receive the 

exequatur. 

By p. judge's order the court  allowed this request,  but the defendant  immediately 

challenged the order before the competent court on the ground that the defendant's 

rights had not been respected. 

Two sets of proceedings were then pending - one before the court where the defendant 

had its hoad office, the other before the court where the International Chamber of 

Commerce had its headquarters.    These proceedings could have lasted several years,  since 

they were themselves subject to appeal before the national  courts.    In these circum- 

stances, and after several years of litigation, the partiet  agreeá to compromise in 

order to avoid any further litigation, the plaintiff waiving a not inconsiderable part 

of tho damages which had been provided for in the arbitral award. 

This example shows that recourse to the courts, whether municipal or international, 

does not make it possible in practice to resolve difficulties which may arise during the 

period of the contract.    They are therefore generally resolved by amicable discussions or 

under the auspices of a technical institution, whose intervention (as there haa been 

occasion to state) may be provided for in the agreement,   in a consultative end *ion- 

judicial capacity. 

Thus, without being too pessimistic, there arc grounds for thinking that  recourse 

to the courts cannot generally resolve international disputes arising in the course of 

contracts because of the inevitable delays involved, which are themselves connected 

with the difficulty of the problems posed. 

Nevertheless,   after a contract has been broken it is still, of course, tv.e only 

recourse for an injured party which wishes to have its partner's attitude penalized 

by the award of damages. 
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IV.     CONCLUSION 

The Swiss, who are generally regarded as sound in economic and industrial matters, 

have a definition of subcontracting which cculd provide the basis for a concision. 

They call it u^^j^àe^cTÎojij^jm^^V'-. 

At the world-wide level, this is a highly promising ten»,  since it covers both the 
development of trade and qualitative improvement. 

In order for international subcontracting, in whatever form, to be established and 

to develop,  its ethical system must be respected,  since it represents a fona of inter- 

national solidarity from which both prime manufacturer and subcontractor can benefit. 

It is, however,  essential that in the initial stage the developing countries should 

propose objectives which are not too ambitious, so that their hopes ere not dashed. 

To anticipate the establishment of large autmobile component factories within a period 

of a few years even when the industrial infrastructure is lacking, ox to contemplate the 

irrti eduction of computers in small repair shops,  is to disrega.xi reality end to set 

unattainable targets.    Economic expansion must take place in stages in accordance with 

a certain progression}    in the long term the desire to take short cuts is likely to 
be costly and ineffectual. 

The industrialized countries must realize that a broader international distribution 

of the means of production is not merely a way in which,  in the short and medium te», 

they can keep or win particular markets, but also, in the longer term,  a factor in 

increasing international trade and, consequently,  international prosperity, through the 
ties thus established. 

Indeed, rather than import labour,  aß is very generally the case with the indus- 

trialized countries,  it now seems much wiser to export work to the places where the 

labour already existB.    Thus subcontracting appears to be the solution entailing least 

economic and social problems, as compared with actual movements of population involved 

in excessive industrial centralization, whioh, by the acciai shocks whioh they generate, 

can only lead to social and political disturbances. 

Thus international subcontracting, besides the human solidarity which it can reflect, 

appears as an undeniable factor making for equilibrium and world peace. 






